IETF 111 DRIP Architecture
WGLC update
Revision 15 Summary

• Addressed 30+ comments, see Github closed issues: https://github.com/ietf-wg-drip/draft-ietf-drip-arch/issues?q=is%3Aissue+is%3Aclosed

• All Update were also sent to mailing list with subject “[draft-ietf-drip-arch-14]“

• Most Comments are related to clarification for details, which authors have provided their feedback.

• Thanks Chairs for their detailed reviews !!
4. HHIT as the Primary DRIP Entity Identifier

- Should we remove the word “Primary”:
  - Have we seen another DRIP solution in IETF?
- We need WG consensus either we keep it or remove it.
Next Step

• Complete WGLC